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Why Bundle Telepresenz + RealWear?
Solve a Wide Range of Use Cases to Maximize ROI

What Is Telepresenz?

How much does it cost?

Telepresenz is a powerful collaboration app for
front-line workers that runs on RealWear (and
most other smart devices/glasses). It ensures you
take full advantage of your hardware’s capabilities
and reduces the time it takes for your field/mobile
team to get connected up and running.

Telepresenz offers several plans to meet
different business sizes and needs.

Do I need Telepresenz if I have
Teams, Zoom or Slack?
Slack, Microsoft Teams, and WhatsApp are great
in the office, but not in the field. Telepresenz
expands leading collaboration platform
capabilities with easy-to-use features designed
specifically for the mobile workforce. So you can
increase remote and team productivity by 30%+.

BASIC

$20/month per user

Great for small teams collaborating in the field.
Up to 240 minutes a month. All basic mobile
meeting and remote assistance features

PRO

$50/month per user

For growing teams with high usage needs.

PRO

Up to 800 minutes a month. All basic mobile
meeting and remote assistance features.

ENTERPRISE

variable

Is Telepresenz right
for my organization?

Ideal for larger organizations with safety
and compliance needs.

Fully Customizable. Customize your deployment
to meet your organization’s specific data capture,
workflow, reporting, and IT/OT needs.

Unlimited minutes per month plus additional enterprise
features such as on–premise deployment, white labeling
and digital workflows.

Easy Integration. Quickly integrate with your
existing CMMS, EAM, PDM and ERP systems
infrastructure.

What are the benefits of bundling?

Proven Technology. Meet compliance
requirements and keep your communications
secure with enterprise-grade encryption.

Out-of-the-box tools on RealWear are great to
get started…but quickly become a limitation for
organizations with mission-critical activities and
complex, technical operations.

Light on Bandwidth. Useable on low
bandwidth 3G/4G mobile/hotspot or satellite
connections.

Telepresenz ensures a frictionless path towards fully
realizing the benefits of a connected workforce that’s
enabled to solve critical problems in real time.

Quickly Invite Outside Experts. Simple and
flexible invites for outside experts to join
Telepresenz calls with just a click.
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Interested in learning more or getting started?
Contact Dion Davidson at +64 (0) 21 2703177, by email at dion@telepresenz.com
or visit us online at www.telepresenz.com
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